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Abstract- This paper describes the development of constant
current charge controller for 3kW wind turbine designing with
48VAC PM alternator. As the wind speed is not constant, the
output voltage from the wind turbine is always changing. In the
circuit design, the changing voltage is sent to the 48V battery
bank (series connection with 12V 200Ah batteries) by using the
constant current charging method to extend the battery life. It
does not only provide the two-step charging; the first step for the
slow charging and the second step for the fast charging, but also
use the overheat sensing circuit to prevent the damage of the
expensive battery bank. In this work, the controller circuit
operates properly switching first stage or second stage
alternately depending on the full/low battery voltage.
Unfortunately, if the overheating condition appears in the circuit,
the cut-out circuit using temperature sensor decides to stop
charging. To indicate clearly the battery charging conditions, the
LCD display unit using the microcontroller is provided in the
circuit design. The current sensing circuit is also added to show
the battery charging current on the LCD display through the
microcontroller. In this paper, the voltage comparator circuit,
the two-step charging circuit, the overheating sensing circuit and
the LCD display are described by simulating with Proteus (ISIS)
software.

power source or to hold at the slow charge condition or to
send the excess power to the dump load. If the batteries reach
the level below the normal voltage condition, the controller is
to connect the battery terminals to the power source to
recharge again.
The objective of this paper is to develop a lead-acid battery
charge controller for wind turbine. To be able to charge safely
and fully the batteries, this control circuit design is proposed
with high performance and multi functions.
II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The system proposed in this paper is a constant current
charge controller (48V, lOA) for 3kW wind turbine. Figure 1
shows the system configuration with separate blocks required
to build a battery charging control system.
First , 3-phase variable AC input voltage depending on the
variable wind speed is received from the power box of the
wind turbine. A 3-phase bridge rectifier is used to convert AC
(48V) to DC voltage (~65V), and to feed the voltage regulator
which regulates the DC voltage (5V) to be able to supply the
suitable voltage to other control circuit portions. The overheat
sensing circuit which also is the cut-out circuit disconnects the
battery terminals from the DC voltage source to stop the
charging when the temperature sensor gives the data of high
temperature condition. In the normal temperature condition,
the whole circui t operates safely again. The current sensor is
also used to know easily which current rate is at the batteries.
The overheating condition in the circuit and the current values
of the battery bank are indicated on the LCD display by using
the microcontroller.
The main goal of the controller circuit is to decide either to
recharge the batteries again when the battery voltage is below
13.5Vx4 which is the required voltage level for the battery
bank or to stop the charging when the battery bank has the full
condition. The voltage comparator circuit operates in order to
reach this goal. It always monitors the battery voltage and
compares with the reference voltage. And then, it decides
whether to send the energy to the battery bank or not,
depending on the compared results. In this work, the two-step
charging method is also added to extend the battery life. The
first step is the slow charging to the batteries and its job is to

Keywords- Charge Controller, Wind Turbine, Lead-Acid
Battery, Circuit Simulation, Proteus (ISIS) software
I.

INTRODUCTION

Harnessing the renewable energy is substantially increasing
to generate the electricity as some other energy sources can
cause the environmental problems. Wind energy is also
becoming popular building the wind turbines to generate the
electricity for both homes and industries. At the same time,
batteries are also becoming necessary to store the energy for
the off grid consumers. As the batteries are expensive, it needs
to maintain a long life for them without damage. So, the
battery charger and control unit are used between the wind
power source and the expensive battery bank to be able to
charge these batteries at a healthy and efficient way.
The purpose of a charge controller is to supply the energy
to the battery in a manner which fully recharges the battery
without overcharging. If the batteries are fully charged, the
controller decides to disconnect the battery terminals from the
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Fig. 1 Baue ry chars" conlro lle, block diagram

type nip flop is used to drive the two-step current switching
circuitry and the charging state indicator. The yellow colour
LED is for the first step and the red colour LED is for the
second step.

charge the batteries with current 21\ rate at the battcrv-full
condition. The sec ond step is the fast charging to the batteries
Because of this method , the battery has a chance to char ge
with lOA constant current utter one minute slow charging step
at the initialization time and it is charged until the fullycharged condition is reached. Aller that , the batteries arc
maintained at the slow charging step again unril before they
reach at the low voltage condition. The microcorurollcr helps
to start with the slow charging at the initialization time and
then to he able to operate as the decision of the comparator
circuit at the later time. I\ t that time , the stage which now
reaches at the first step (21\) or the second step ( 101\) IS
shO\\TI on the LCD display .
Now, the voltage comparator circuit , the two-step charging
circuit and the overheating sensing circuit arc described.
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A. I 'oltagt' Comparator Circuit
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The voltage comparator circuit IS designed by usmg two
oper ational amplifier s, UA741 and one CMOS dual Dctypc
flip flop, CD40 13BE. One operational amplifier is used as the
clock oscillator for synchronization to Dctypc flip IlI)P so that
it can 0IK'H1te properl y III two halves of it and another for
comparison to compare the battery voltage and the reference
voltage. The battery voltage is monitored from the inverting
input of the operational amplifier and the reference voltage
from the non inverting input.
When the battery voltage is greater than the reference
voltage, the batteries arc charged with II)W current. SI), the
comparator output mus t be low to he able to do the first step
charging as is connected to the first step charging circuit
portion . The values of R ~, R" R7, Rs and R9 arc adjusted to set
the required input ranges for the comparator circuit portion.
The desired output conditions can be created according to the
input voltages of the comparat or which ure designed with the
Simple voltage divider formula. Figure 2 shows the voltage
comparat or circuit.
WhL'fI the battery voltage reache s below 54V, the butteries
are charged with high current. So, the comparator output must
be high to be able to do the sec ond step charging as the output
Q is Sl'TIt to the second step charging circuit. CD40 13BE D
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Fig. :2 Vollag" comparalor c;r~"l1 i l

B. Constant Current Charg ing ,llelllOd

In the constant curren t two-step charging circuit , four
IRF3205 power MOSF ETs arc used to build the constant
current source for the battery bank. The circuit portions of two
step charg ing method are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
I) FirstStep Charg ing: In the first stage, the output 1, 01' D
type Flip flop fro m the comparator circuit is connected to the
first step charging circuit. The charging current for the first
step is 2A. To get this value, Rn , D~and R 14 values arc
designed to reach VGs"'3.84 V with Rl ~= O. 07n. To test the
charging curren t to reach its required va lue, a DC Ampere
meter IS connected in series with the battery . R I ~ and
Transistor Q, limit the charging current if the battery
terminals have errors .
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ture of the battery bank . It is rated to operate over _55° to
+ 150° C temperature range . Its output voltage is linearl y
proportional to the Celsius (Centigrade) temperature with
+ IOmV/oC. Figure 5 show s the circuit diagram which senses
the overheating of the battery hank .

..•.
Fig. 3 Circuit diagram oflhc r,I1It stcp charging

2) Secon dStep Charging: In the second stage, the output
(~5 V when Q is ON) is sent to the second step circuit
through R1J, Dl,md R14. The batteries are charged with 10 /\
constant in this stage . So, the nearest standard value llf R I $ can
be calculated as follows :

'.

Q

="",0.,',=::;

R - <:
l ~ - Safe fault current

(I)

The gate-source vol tage ( Vos) of MOSI'Er is set 3.97V in
order to he fixed the charging CUITt.'Tlt.
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The output voltage of the temperature sensor is very small .
So, it is amplified first and compared with the reference
voltage to know whether it is the high o r normal temperature
condition. And then , the output of the co mparator is sent to
the PIC microcoruroller to he able to cut o ut the char ging path
at the high temperature condition (70°C). In the normal
condition (belo w 70°C), the charging Circuit properly operates
III . SI ~n;LATl o:-J R ESe Ll'S

Fig. 4 Circuit diagram oflhc s=>nd slcp charging

In both stages, when VGS changes, the charging current
flowing to the buttery also changes. Therefore , Vas is set to
reach the required charging current by adjusting the variable
resistor R 14.
C. Overheat Sensing Circuit
One of the most detrimental conditions for a battery is high
temperature. In this circuit, the precision integrated-circuit
temperature sensor, LM35 is used to protect the high tempera-

By combining the previously described the voltage
compa rator circuit und the two-step charging circuit , the
battery charger con trol circuit is simulated bv using Proteus
(ISIS) simulation software.
In the simulation result of Fig. 6, the comparator decides to
go to the second step to he able to recharge the batteries
quickly as the battery voltage is low . In this stage, the
batteries arc charged with the constant CUITt.'Ilt 10J\. The
comparator circuit will decide to go to the first step char ging
stage if the battery bank reaches the full condition.
The temperature sensor, the PIC 16FR4/\ and the LCD
display arc com bined to simulate for over hea t con dition as
shown in Fig. 7. When the temperature reaches to 70 0 C, the
microcontrollcr cut o ut the charging path to stop the charging
and to protect the dama ge of the battery hank due to overheat-
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charging control circuit
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Fig 7 Simulation of the overheat sensing circuit

circuit at the practical world. The circuit construction of the
voltage comparator portion is shown in Fig. 9.
The pr oposed system features the following multi-functio ns
such as the two-step constant current charging, the overheat
prot ection, the battery current sensing and the clear indication
for the status of th e whole circuit.

ing. The LCD display indicates the overheating condition in
thi s circu it.
To be seen the battery charg ing conditions easily, the LCD
program for the micro controller is written to he able to display
th e first step or the second step depending 011 the decision of
the comparator circuit This can be tested and simulated w ith
the Pr oteu s softw are as sh own in Fig. 8.
IV. C ONCLUSION S

The charge controller system for Lead-Acid batteries was
presented w ith the simulation results of the voltage
comparator circuit, the constant current charging circuit, the
overheating sensing circuit and the LCD display. The
proposed battery charging control system can operate in
constant current charging mode. Th e required current rate can
be got by setting the Gate-Source voltage (Vos). In order to
monitor the operating parameters during charging/discharg ing
processes, a PIC micro controller with the LCD display and the
current sensing circuit will also be added by analyzing the
design circuit porti ons with the help of th e Proteus simulation
software and constructing the complete charge controller
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Fig 9 Ph oto of the voltage comp arator circuit
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Fig 8 Simulation of the displ ay unit indi cating the two charging steps
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